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The momentous events of ……..

The MagnAParka Tour
The history books don’t tell you that in a field very close
to the one at Runnymede where King John signed the
Magna Carta in 1215 under the watchful eyes of the barons, another deal was done.

“I think he signalled a six, your majesty”

The King, who was a bit of a soothsayer in his spare time,
looked to the future and decided he loved cricket. Moreover
a number of Middlesex and Kentish barons had travelled to
that quiet field near the River Thames with the sole intention
of ensuring that the AP Kent Tour would be established 706
years into the future (1921) and would continue till the end
of time. And so, the MagnAParka was signed!

In 2015, 800 years after that momentous event (and that other slightly less important charter) the AP
Tour journeyed to Kent to celebrate the early dreams which King John and the barons had for the finest club cricket tour on earth. On Sunday, 9th August, 2015, Baron TM mustered his team of gallant
barons and serfs at the Springfield Tavern to partake of the traditional tour breakfast before sallying
forth to the Kentish fields (and the fields of Kent) to perform six games of cricket with the Kentish barons and serfs (and the barons and serfs of Kent). Read on . . .

TOUR 2015 Tourists and their Nicknames
Adam Akbarally - MEADOW
Chris Bennett - GORDON
Andrew Bessell - STEVE
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Dan Buckley - MOTHER
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - THE COSH
Damien Devola - MAXI
Justin Di Mascio - JUDAS
John Freestone - FLINTSTONE
Erol Hasan - TM
Mike Hicks - ROUTE 66
Errol Horwitz - KUMBAYA

Will Howie - I AM
Bryan King - EYETISS
Terry Langston - ALL GOLD
Keiran Lee - ROSIE
Andrew Lovell - OOOOOO
Clive Metcalfe - BHUNA
Tom Paulley - VIKING
Randolph Reid - REVEREND
Jared Robinson - ROBBO
Vishal Thanki - ASDA
Grayham Tindal - TOSSER
Tom Smith - DOODLE DANDY
Alistair Wilson - LUMMOX
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Buckers and Maxi shirts inspire first AP victory
over Sandwich since 2003
With players sporting the superb Buckers and Maxi
cricket shirts, the team for the first match walk onto
the pitch at the Butts full of pride and, of course, a
wonderful lunch provided by our hosts The shirts
(and the food) do justice to the opening fixture of the
MagnAParka Tour and the bowling and fielding follow suit.
Tosser and Googers get into the groove straight
away with a tight if not penetrative opening spell,
but it is not until I Am comes on to bowl that the
fireworks really start. In seven fast and furious
overs he knocks over six of the home batsmen for
only 35 runs. Despite the adhesiveness of Sand- Buckers and Maxi are interviewed by
Sky TV at the Edgbaston test match in
wich opener Davies who bats the entire innings for response to the nationwide interest in
104, Sandwich are struggling for runs until the last the forthcoming MagnAParka Tour.
two partnerships put on 124, leading to a fair declaration on 221-9. Buckers and Maxi themselves chip in with 2 and 1 wicket respectively. Maxi, in fact, takes the gloves for the final overs and annexes a
stumping to supplement his bowling wicket. Oooooo, who wore the gloves prior
to this takes 3 catches and the stumping of Sandwich’s overseas player Maritz
for just 22.
It is rare that we can say that an AP touring party come away without a
single failure with the bat but, without anyone getting to 50, the progress
is steady enough for spectators and players alike to anticipate an AP victory. Apart from Gordon who, nonetheless, adds 14, everyone scores 30 or
more, with Rosie and Asda both getting 33 and Viking pillaging 30. The victory is carried home by a superb undefeated partnership of 88 from Oooooo
(46no) and Robbo (35no). Big Head Medal is awarded to I Am and the Reverend gets the Duck Tie on countback to the last tour.
The noisy and occasionally
harmonic celebrations continue well into the evening,
with plenty of Gadds bitter,
lager and G & T being sunk,
before an almost satiated
touring party depart in the
coach for the hotel - many
calling in at the Golden
Curry for the traditional first
- night-of-tour meal.

MagnAParka barons and serfs alike assemble on Sunday morning at the traditional Springfield meeting place.
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Late Belnor runs not enough to stop
the MagnAParka bandwagon rolling on
A beautiful afternoon at the delightful
Rodmersham CC ground is the backdrop to a barrage of early Belnor wickets as the AP attack reduces their
hosts to 57-7. Executioners-in-chief
are Maxi who bowls an immaculate
line and length to tease out 3 batsmen for only 9 runs in 8 overs. Asda
does his bit by taking 2 for 22. 3 outfield catches from Oooooo decorate a
Belnor innings which eventually rallies to finish with a much needed (for
them) tail wag bringing their score up
to 155-9 when the declaration is
made.
The Tour flag flies proudly over the tourists at Rodmersham.

The much looked-forward-to tea lives up
to its already legendary status and is thoroughly appreciated by the members of the
MagnAParka Tour who, having already fielded, take full toll of a wonderful spread.
When Flintstone (13) and Lummox put on 53 in the first 9 overs, the watching tourists
relax in the west Kent afternoon sun with the confidence of a comfortable run-chase.
Lummox is joined by Judas after Flintstone is dismissed. The two of them put on a further 82 before Judas (31) is caught. Kumbaya with 4no stays with Lummox to knock off
the remaining 21 runs. Lummox is then clapped into the pavilion following his fine
89no.
What is left of the tea is enthusiastically devoured
after the match and the tourists despatch their
Tizzes we have loved
traditional choral repertoire. Lummox annexes the
….a look into the tizz books of the past . . Big Head Medal and The Rev keeps the Duck Tie.
.
After many beers, lagers, G and Ts, etc Kumbaya
1994
tells us a story or two outside the pavilion before
Poorer: Melting butter in his mouth.
the coach heads on the longish trip back to the
MagnAParka tour base.
1995
Geordie: Norman Wisdom impersonation while
bowling.
Flynn: Being too ‘good’ on the ‘Good’ Tour.
2000
Eyetiss: Playing down the Bakerloo Line when
it should have been Piccadilly.
2004
Googers: Declaration bowling and then stealing
all the glory with winning runs.
Blind Pugh: Struggling with scoreboard and
putting up 90 overs when it was only 9.
Uncle Bill: Not putting up flag and then telling
Roy (driver) he was doing it wrong. Then letting flag fall to ground.

All our yesterdays (1)
An extract from the report of the Gore Court
match in 1954
Driver and many others join the Cat Club. John
Munro plays a very fine innings of 100 and Ron
Bishop helps in a partnership of 77 in 70 minutes, contributing 14 to the total. Usual soccer
match after the game with over 50 players lasts
nearly full time. Bar sales nil while game is in
progress, but we make up for lost time later on.
Hon. Ump. nearly loses his heirloom drinking
glass with 4½ gins in it. Cooke, Miller and Umfreville get locked out of hotel and a policeman
helps them to break in at the back in the early
hours. Clock Tower key still missing.
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All the relevant
statistics from the 79th Tour
compiled by Statisto
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS Runs Ave
Lummox
2
1
89* 141 141
Oooooo
2
1
68 114 114
Robbo
2
1
55* 83 83
Judas
2
1
31 48 48
Valley
3
0
71 106 35.33*
Notable other score: I Am 49
BOWLING
Averages (30 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs Mdns RunsWks Ave
I Am
31.1 4
144 10 14.4
Maxi
15 2
66 4 16.5
Viking
10 1
75 3 25
Mother
41.3 4
233 8 29.125
Robbo
14 2
79
2 29.33*
FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)

Oooooo
Eyetiss
Maxi
Gordon
(22 catches

Stumpings (only)

6
Eyetiss
2
Maxi
2
Oooooo
2
in all)

1
1
1

All our yesterdays (2)
An extract from the report of the match with
Folkestone in 1947:Yet another pint for Soapy (5wkts). If the
skipper had called heads the scores would
have been very different. Bertie’s half ton
on a crumbling wicket was a masterly piece
of batting. Tizzer Club in great form and Mr
Thunder. Ramsay disorganised scoring and
two playing members visit the sea during
the match without permission. (Who said
the vice-captain?). Gin schools in bedroom.
Smith J F gets cramp whilst pouring out
Doc’s or was it Bill’s gin. Two lucky members locked in a pub.

The Finer Points
Sunday, August 9th:
Sandwich Town 221 (I Am 6-35,
Mother 2-27)
AP 225-4 (Oooooo 46*, Robbo 35,
Valley 33*, Asda 33, Viking 30)
WON
BHM: I Am
Duck Tie: The Rev (on count back to
last tour)
Monday, August 10th:
Belnor 155 (Maxi 3-9, Asda 2-22)
AP 156-2 (Lummox 89*, Judas 31)
WON
BHM: Lummox
Duck Tie: The Rev
Tuesday, August 11th:
Dover Rangers 191(Mother 4-65,
Robbo 2-29)
AP 192-6 (Rosie 71*, I Am 49,
Robbo 28)
WON
BHM: Rosie
DuckTie: The Rev
Wednesday, August 12th:
AP 316-5 (Oooooo 68, Maxi 56,
Robbo 55*, Lummox 52, Asda 27*,
JC 21)
Gore Court 318-5 (I Am 3-91)
LOST
BHM: Oooooo
Duck Tie: The Rev
Thursday, August 13th:
Broadstairs 158 (Viking 3-35,
Mother 2-41)
AP 46-4 (Lummox 72, German 32)
DRAW (Abandoned due to rain)
BHM: Viking
Duck Tie: Steve
Friday, August 14th:
Old Ruymians 339-1
AP 134 (Viking 37)
LOST
BHM: All Gold
Duck Tie: Route 66
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MagnAParka makes it 3 in a row
Rosie, Buckers and I Am lead the way
Following two victories the members of the MagnAParka Tour arrive
on Tuesday at the lovely Tilmanstone Welfare ground at
Eythorne full of confidence for the
match with Dover Rangers. With
our hosts standing at 70 without
loss in the 18th over, this feeling
is overtaken by anxiety.
However, there’s nothing like a wicket to
get the fielders back in the groove. It
comes in the 19th over when Gordon
takes a catch of Robbo’s bowling to set
the adrenaline flowing.
Robbo and
Buckers are the change bowlers who alter the course of the innings. In a sustained spell of accurate off spin, Buckers
wheedles out four batsmen (including
their top two scorers), with Robbo chipping in with another strike. Buckers finishes with 4 for 65 in 15.5 overs and
Robbo with 2 for 29 in 7. With Tosser
and I Am nipping out two of the tail, we
are left to chase the Rangers’ score of
191-8.

follows as Viking grafts with Rosie to get our
total up to 108. Then two quick wickets set
us back somewhat as Viking and Buckers depart - Nelson having his say with Buckers going with the score on 111. I Am walks to the
wicket looking like he means business. He
does. Rosie and he then ride roughshod over
the home bowling as they crash their way to
189 in nine overs of mayhem. Victory is now
only 3 runs away and I Am is unluckily dismissed on 49 attempting to reach his halfcentury. The Cosh joins Rosie, who knocks off
the remaining 3 runs to bring a third victory to
the rampaging mighty AP Tourists. Are there
eleven men of Kent (or Kentish men) who can
give us a game?
Our quality on the field extends inexorably to the bar, as we duly quaff industrial
amounts of the golden triangle of bitter,
lager and G & T, interspersed with some
fine singing and conversation. Rosie annexes the Big Head Medal and our Reverend again holds the Duck Tie. The Dover
run is re-incarnated at Tilmanstone and
Kumbaya rounds the evening off with another story. Finally, the coach takes the
MagnAParka tourists back to base to
launch an assault on the bars and casinos
of East Kent.

Fortune favours the pre-tea fielders as
another superb spread is placed before
us. It is devoured with relish - Hellman’s
(not Hallman - he isn’t touring this
year) and the tourists look both internally satisfied and confident as
Rosie and Gordon walk out to open
our innings. This sense of belief is
disturbed with the score on 28
when first Gordon is dismissed,
then The Reverend begins the slow
walk out to the middle and an even
slower one back, after he is caught
off the very next ball. Thus, the Reverend continues his love affair with
the Duck Tie - a golden moment in
this case. 28-2 is not where we
want to be. A mini recovery follows
as Rosie and Robbo build the score
up to 75 before the latter is out for
28. A further ‘digging-in’ process
The famous Dover Run makes a comeback at Tilmanstone
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Record scores all round as tourists are
chased down in thriller
11 men of Kent found at last
As Lummox and JC walk to the
middle to open the MagnAParka
tourists innings, few are thinking
a record score might be in the offing, despite the track looking decidedly flat.
The openers put in a baronial partnership
of 69 before JC is dismissed for a solid 21.
Oooooo comes out to join Lummox and immediately puts the home bowling to the
sword. They put on a further 51 when
Lummox takes the pavilion walk having
scored 52. The runfest continues as Maxi
joins Oooooo and the pair of them put on
another 76 entertaining runs. Oooooo’s dismissal for a rapid 68 is the precursor of yet
another assault on Gore Court’s bowlers.
Maxi is in fine fettle as he sprays the
sphere around the park, making 55 in the
process, helped by a solid 12 from Kumbaya. The final partnership of the innings
is a delight as Robbo (55no) and Asda
(27no) have their wicked way with the
bowling and skipper JC is able to declare
on 316-5 in 56 overs, leaving our hosts a
similar number of overs to bat.

Both lunches and teas are delicious and
are enjoyed by the players and a number of AP supporters in Sittingbourne for
the day.

If we are thinking that our
hosts are going
to capitulate,
we are soon
disabused
of
that
notion.
The
opening
pair find our
bowling on an
increasingly
easy
paced
wicket to their
taste and proceed to put on
84
before
Oooooo
nips
out an opener
lbw.
The
opener’s
replacement, Mr A Buckers selfie captures the atmosphere
Campbell, continues to stroke our bowling around
and the second pair put on a century partnership.
Things continue like this when I Am comes back
for his second spell. With the wicket looking easier than ever, Eyetiss decides to stand up to the
wicket to force the batsmen to adjust their positioning. This has immediate effect as he takes a
catch off I Am to limit the partnership to 112.
196-2 becomes 266-3 when JC catches Campbell
off I Am’s bowling leaving the batsman agonisingly
one short of a century. With 10 remaining
overs, Gore Court require just 51 to win and
they achieve this fine chase, losing two more
wickets along the way. 634 runs for just 10
wickets in a day’s play. If only test matches
could achieve such scoring. Oooooo is
awarded the BHM for his efforts and the Rev
gets his Duck Tie back in the absence of a
duck today. Mr Campbell receives the Charlie
Vinnicombe award.
The sound of singing and drinking yet
again pierces the Sittingbourne evening
air and it is late at night when the barons
and serfs of the MagnAParka tour begin the
long journey back to Cliftonville after a
fantastic day.
Blazered and unblazered alike disport their
MagnAParka Tour apparel on the Gore Court steps.
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Fine AP bowling sets up run chase, but . . .

MagnAParka tourists thwarted by weather
For the first time in many years the usual
runfest just does not begin at Dumpton
Park. Having won the toss and elected to
bat, the home team find runs hard to get,
apart from a boundary off the fifth ball of
the day. During the next 3 overs only 1
more run is added as Meadow and Googers bowl a miserly line and length.
The breakthrough comes in the 5th over
when Meadow knocks the stumps over with
a fine delivery. The first wicket partnership
slowly builds on a slow start, but Googers
has the remaining opener caught by Maxi,
with the scoreboard reading 69-2 after 18
overs - slow scoring by Dumpton Park standards. Showers and bad light affect the continuity of the home team innings as play
stops and starts and the players go back and
forth to and from the shelter of the pavilion
Back on the field, a double bowling change
brings Viking and Buckers to the bowling
crease. They continue the miserly pattern,
but with Buckers striking in his first over
the MagnAParka tourists are in the ascendency. Viking also pitches in with 2 wickets, whilst Buckers adds another to leave
our hosts in big trouble on 74-5 in 24 overs.
A recovery follows which takes Broadstairs
to 106 before Buckers and Viking strike
again - 145-7 leaving us in a very strong po-

sition. Rosie relieves Viking of the ball and
takes a wicket with the fifth ball in his only
over. Broadstairs declare on 158-8 in 33
overs.
Meanwhile, a large party of tourists go
back and forth to the Brown Jug for beer
and boules - a dangerous combination, as
those on the 2014 tour will verify. On returning to the Broadstairs pavilion, along
with the players, they enjoy a fine lunch
as everyone hopes for improved weather
conditions.
After the Broadstairs innings is completed
during the afternoon session, the MagnAParka boys don their batting pads and prepare for battle. Rosie and Maxi stride to the
square determined to make an impression
on the scoreboard. The damp conditions,
however, make batting difficult and Rosie is
dismissed in the second over. Maxi soldiers
on and together with Judas puts on a further 28 before his stumps are disturbed. The
clouds bank up over the Dumpton Park
ground and prospects of a completed game
are poor. Two more wickets in two overs
leave our score on 46-3 when the heavens
finally disgorge their contents to such an extent that play is eventually abandoned for
the day. Viking gets the BHM medal and
Steve receives the Duck Tie.
Consolation is had when
the tourists and their hosts
dampen their insides as
well with Kentish ale (or
ale of Kent) along with lager and the traditional G &
T. The Brown Jug receives
several further visitations
and fun, games and singing are heard reverberating round the neighbourhood. A successful evening all round is enjoyed
by all and the MagnAParka
tourists wend their weary,
inebriated way in darkness to the coach for the
return trip to Cliftonville
and further excursions for
some to restaurants and
casinos alike.
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Giant score too much for exhausted
MagnAParka Tourists
The relentless celebrations required of the barons and serfs of
the MagnAParka Tour finally take
full toll as an exhausted touring
party make the final journey of
the week to the field of the Chatham School, Ramsgate and the fixture with Old Ruymians.
Our hosts are first to wield their willow
wands - and wield them they do, to great
effect. It is true that the tourists are
suffering from MagnAParka commemoration fatigue, but a first wicket stand of
280 is not expected. Bowler after bowler
are tried - only to come unstuck by the
batsmen’s onslaught. Lunch comes as a
brief reprieve.
The lunch interval on Tour Friday is notable, as always, for the excellent lunch
in the historic school hall. Replete with
fine food, the AP players contemplate
fielding with full stomachs whilst the
batsmen knock the ball to all parts - a
notion which duly comes to pass. When
the first wicket falls at 280 (J Dewell
173), there is no reprieve as the second
partnership adds another 59 before,
mercifully, our hosts declare on 339-1.
The track still looks flat, however, and
we are hopeful of knocking off quite a
few runs, even if a 340 target does seem
rather a long way off. Alas, the words
‘pear’ and ‘shaped’ come to many minds
simultaneously as no less than five (5)
wickets fall in the accumulation of the
first 14 runs - the final 3 dismissals coming in a single over of mayhem.
A recovery is vital if the match is not to be
lost by more than 300 runs! Fortunately it
comes in the shape of Viking and All Gold
(22), who studiously play themselves in and
add 55 crucial runs by applying themselves
to the situation. After Viking succumbs for
a hard-fought-for 37, most of the remaining
batsmen perform cameos without going on
to build the bigger partnerships needed.
The exception is Buckers, who shows some

earlier batsmen the way they might have batted
themselves. He shows little sign of fatigue as he
nurses the score from 87-8 to 134 before the last
man Googers is dismissed. Route 66 gets the
Duck Tie, and All Gold is awarded the Big Head
Medal.
So it comes to pass
that the tourists end
the
MagnAParka
Tour on a low playing note, but on a
considerably higher
note in not just
singing the Tour
choir’s
repertoire,
but in every other
sense that a tour
can be judged by. A
wonderful time is
had, courtesy of our
h o s t s ,
O l d
Ruymians and also
the proprietors of
the ‘Rose in June’, All Gold looks suitably proud to
who as always pro- receive the BHM from today’s
skipper, Lummox.
vide a superb buffet
for the players and
supporters. The usual post-match liquid diet is
consumed at an alarming rate and later in the
evening, the barons and serfs of the MagnAParka
Tour leave the pub to enjoy various night spots
on the Isle of Thanet.
The week-long mission to celebrate our glorious Tour origins is a remarkable success and
thoughts are now trained on the 80th Alexandra Park Kent Tour in 2016.

The

MagnAParka

I, King John, hereby agree with the Barons
and all faithful subjects that ye Alexandra
Parke Cricket Clubbe shalle in ye future in
706 years time tour ye county of Kent every
August for the purposes of playing cricket
every year until ye ende of time.
15 June, 1215
Runnymede
An excerpt from the famous world-changing MagnAParka
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